
I've been tremendously moved by the outpouring of sympathy for and vivid recollections of 

Jerry Bruner. While I was not officially his student, no one in the academy (or the Academy) 

had as great an influence on me-- as a scholar, intellectual, thought leader, research center 

head--as did Jerry, and I was honored to be able to call him a colleague and friend for half a 

century. 

Jerry's initial work was in psychology and I think that he was the most brilliant and original 

psychologist of his time-- creating new areas of study at the rate that most of us write a new 

article.  But as early as the late 1950s, in the historic Woods Hole Conference, Jerry began 

to work in education and he never left the field--as a thinker, contributor, source of inspiration. 

It would not be possible to count the number of individuals, from various fields, who became 

interested in educational issues because of Jerry's writings (particularly THE PROCESS OF 

EDUCATION), his inspired curriculum (Man: A course of Study), or his diverse activities 

(twenty years of visits to Reggio Emilia, and his associated talks and writings). And at an 

age when most of us are retired (or should be!) he began thirty years of studying and teaching 

the law at NYU Law School and wrote a seminal text (with Anthony Amsterdam), MINDING 

THE LAW.   

While Jerry belongs to the intellectual history of our times-- ranging from his early 

biologically-physiologically inflected work to his profound influence across the humanities-- 

I believe that his most enduring work is likely to be his work in education...and so it is fitting 

that tributes to him have begun here, in our Academy. I think that he is the most important 

American thinker on education since John Dewey and while perhaps no one was Dewey's 

equal in intellectual depth, Jerry is likely to have has a profound an influence on the 

intellectual landscape as Dewey and, thanks to his vibrant and accessible writings, a greater 

influence on thinking and practices in classrooms. 

  I'm close to Jerry's family and to his wonderful friend Eleanor Fox and will be pleased to 

convey all of our messages to them--you can also write directly to eleanor.fox@nyu.edu  There 

is likely to be a memorial service in New York City in the fall and it would be wonderful if 

many of us could attend and honor the educator who has given so much to so many over so 

long a period of time. 
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